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Liability Statement
The software developed by the University of Freiburg has no product status and as such the
University of Freiburg can not accept any product or other liability in connection with the use of
this experimental software developed by University of Freiburg. Further it should be kept in
mind that the University of Freiburg has no knowledge of the regulatory status of this software
including but not limited to FDA approval. Therefore its use may be limited by applicable
statutes or regulations. It is in the users responsibility to obey these statutes, rules and
regulations.
Since this software is a research tool it is not intended to be used for diagnoses of any patient
data.
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Introduction
This tool provides the evaluation of phase contrast data with in plane velocity encoding.
The tool exists of a main tool and some sub tools which are called by the main tool. The
sub tools are: a read tool for the phase contrast data, a segmentation tool for the
segmentation of the myocardial borders, a movie tool for playing the heart cycle of any
slice as a movie and a result tool for further data analysis. The main tool allows the
navigation through the data, the assessment of radial- and tangential velocity maps,
furthermore pixel-by-pixel arrow plots and a correlation analysis over a heart cycle.

Software Installation procedure
Cardiac Tool requires Matlab Version 6.0 or higher.
Create a new folder (e.g. “matlab”) and extract the zip file “matlab_cardiactool” to athis
new directory. For setting the path for Matlab select in the main window ‘File\Set Path’,
and than select “Add with Subfolders”. Add the new directory (“matlab”) which should
contain the subfolders ‘cardiactool’, ‘io’, ‘objects’, ‘tools’ and ‘utils’.

Starting Cardiac Tool
Starting Matlab and enter the following orders to the command line:
Ø cardiac_tool;
The user interface for the main tool appears, but still without any data. In the following,
beside the main tool the function of the specific sub tools are explained including
a) reading the data
b) playing a movie over the heart cycle of any slice
c) segmentation of the myocardial borders
d) investigation of some further analysis
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Working with the cardiac tool

a) The read tool
Reload opens dialog box for reloading already segmented data. For practicing the
handling of the cardiac tool a test data of a normal healthy volunteer set is provided
(“test_data.mat”).
Import opens read tool to import new data:
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Select opens dialog box for select the patient data:

Select an arbitrary image of the dataset and click open.
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Select the slices that want to be evaluated (in this example 6 slices with positions from
15cm to 65cm).
Select a zoom size (normally 64 x 64 is enough for the short axis view), click on the
Center-button that appears and position the crosshair in the middle of the left ventricle.
Annotation: for Vx and Vy - velocity encoding there are three sets of magnitude images
and three sets of phase images, one without velocity sensitivity and two sets of phase
images with Vx and Vy sensitivity. This results in a number of images per slice, which
should lead to the number of phases (time frames) when dividing this number by six.
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Select the main orientation and the kind of data (what velocity encoding)!
ð Okay
The data will be loaded and the program returns to the main tool, where the data will be
depicted. In the case that the phase encoding was in the horizontal direction during the
measurement, it is possible to swap the xy-data or to change the sign of the data in x- or
y-direction in the cardiac tool without loading the data again. The current status of the
implementation only gives correct velocity data for a vertical phase encoding direction
during the measurement and the correct choice of the main orientation (see cardiac
tool).
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a) tool strip
b) viewer with controls
c) navigation through dataset; the current time frames of one slice or the current
time frame over the slices is tagged by the darker grey.
d) depiction of current slice or phase selected in c)

b) The movie tool
Movie opens the movie tool to watch the current slice as movie (currently only possible
for the magnitude images). With this tool an avi-file of the movie can be saved with any
settings (scaling, frames per second...). This tool is also very useful looking at time
series of arbitrary datasets and to save them as avis. For this case start the tool with
“movie_tool” from the command line.
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c) The segmentation tool
Segmentation opens the segmentation tool with the current slice (or phase):

Select the border
to be drawn

Adopt the spline
of the previous
image
Delete the whole
spline
Insert end
Insert between
Move mask by one
pixel in selected
epicardial border

endocardial border step to next image scale images

If ready with the segmentation click Okay. The segmentation process can be interrupt
after the segmentation of each image.
The program returns to the main tool, where the segmented data will be depicted by
showing the epi- and endocardial hulls. Every segmented image is assigned with an
“X” in the navigation block.
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Save & Save As saves the segmented data.
Save as tiff saves every image in main display as tiff (except arrow plots and mean
plots).
Scale magnitude: scales the magnitude images.
Scale subimages: if checked, the subimages are also scaled.
Show Hull: if checked, the epi- and endo-snakes are shown in the magnitude images
after segmentation.
Underlay magnitude: if checked, the velocity maps and arrow plots are shown with the
magnitude images as background.
Plot mean values: if checked, the velocities are plotted over the time (or the slices) in
the main-display; is possible for the viewtype radial and tangential velocity.
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Viewtype: shows the velocity results after the segmentation of current slice or phase:
Ø Magnitude images (default)
Ø Radial velocity
Ø Tangential velocity
Ø Pixel by pixel arrow plot (see appendix a)
Ø Correlation coefficients (see appendix b)

Scale colorbar opens a dialog box, which allows an input of any arbitrary values for the
scaling of the velocity maps.
Min/max data scales the velocity maps to the maximum and minimum of the current
slice (or phase).
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For the viewtype correlation coefficients a button Bullseye plot appears for plotting a
bullseye map of the different slices in the main display. Every slice, which is
completely segmented, is taken for this depiction.

This is an example for a dataset of a patient:

CC Filtering: if toggle is checked, the correlation coefficients of one segment is
calculated with the radial velocities of three segments, the current segment and the two
adjacent segments.
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The Parameter-Menu:

Ø Venc:
The value of the velocity encoding is defined by the sequence (normally 20
cm/s).
Ø Calculation:
1. Midpoint: the radial and tangential velocities are calculated by transformation
of the cartesian velocities into polar velocities based on the midpoint of the
ventricle.
2. Snakes: after determining the nearest distance between each pixel and the the
epi-/endo-snake, the radial and tangential components are calculated by
projecting the cartesian velocities onto the tangent and the perpendicular of the
nearest snake points, weighted by the distances to each snake.
Ø Epi-Border Pixel:
1. Add: the pixels onto the snakes are retained.
2. Remove: the pixels onto the snakes are removed (the outer pixel can contain
“outliers” which occur to variances).
Ø Endo-Border Pixel:
Analogous to Epi-Border Pixel
Annotation: if Snakes is checked in the Calculation-item, the epi- and
endo-border pixels are always removed due to inconsistencies for pixels which
are resided at the outside of the snakes; this would lead to complete incorrect
projections of the velocities.
Example: Epi-Border Pixels – some “outliers” are assigned by the blue border.
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a) “add” is checked

b) “remove” is checked

Ø Epi-Contour:
If “MiddleSnake” is checked, a contour in the middle of the epi- and the
endo-cardial hull is calculated and the bitmask now includes only the
endocardium (maybe useful informations for the correlation coefficients).
Ø Phase encoding:
In the case that the phase encoding was in the horizontal direction during the
measurement, it is possible to swap the xy-data or to change the sign of the data
in x- or y-direction without loading the data again by “Import”. The current
status of the implementation only gives correct velocity data for a vertical phase
encoding direction during the measurement and the correct choice of the main
orientation while loading the data.
This is a pretty example for a wrong sign in the velocity data:

After changing the sign of the x-velocity data it looks the right way:
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d) The result tool
Results opens the ResultTool after the segmentation of the data images. It only can be
opened with xy- or xyz-velocity encoded datasets. Only slices that are completely
segmented are available for further processing steps in the result tool, otherwise they
are ignored. The Calculation-mode, the Epi-Border Pixel- and the Endo-Border
Pixel-mode is inherit from the settings in the cardiac tool and can’t be changed in the
result tool.

Comments: editor field for writing some comments.
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Show grid: switch the grid for the Roi-segmentation on/off.
Ejection fraction: is calculated by inluding all completely segmented slicesSwitch the
grid on/off

Set marker: Choose an anatomical marker (with the crosshair that apperas) for an
internal coordinate system of the left ventricle(has to be done seperately for every slice).
After setting this marker point the correlation coefficients are automatically calculated.
The marker point is not tracked with the rotational motion of the heart.
Selection of the Roi’s (after setting of an anatomical marker):
There are 48 segments to choose - each of the 24 segments shown in the grid contains
an epi- and endocardial part (see example below).
1. Select Roi 1; click on the magnitude image to select the roi
(click on a corner it appears, click on the same corner it disappears)
2. Select Roi 2; …
3. Push Plot for plotting the time courses of the selected Rois.
For deleting the Rois select No Roi
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CC Filtering: see cardiac tool
CC Endocardium: if toggle is checked, a contour in the middle of the epi- and the
endo-cardial hull is calculated and the bitmask now includes only the endocardium for
the calculation of the correlation coefficients (corresponding to Epi-Contour-mode in
Parameter-Menu in the cardiac tool).
Dump slice: This button appears after the selection of the marker point. A lot of data is
dumped into an file (C:/tmp/ patientName_slicePosition.csv) which can be directely
imported into Excel for further assessment of the data (all the data in the Excel-sheet is
labeled).
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For printing the result sheet select ‘File\Print Preview’ and than ‘Page Setup’ in the
upcoming window. Choose the “landscape” orientation in the ‘Paper’-card and “Fill
page” in the ‘Size and Position’-card.
When there is something wrong with the layout it is also possible printing the result sheet from the
command line with the following order:
Ø print(gcf,'-dwinc','-v')
This brings up the Print dialog box. If there’s no colour printer available put ‘-dwin’ instead of ‘-dwinc’.
If the print layout is not correct (maybe due to problems with the printer driver), try the other possibility:
Ø print(gcf,'-depsc2','filename')
This saves an eps-file in the current directory of matlab (can be called with “pwd” in the command line ).
This file can be printed with e.g. Corel-Photopaint or Ghostview. If there’s no colour printer available put
‘-deps2’ instead of ’-depsc2’.
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Appendix

a) The Vector field arrow plot:
The vector sum of the x- and y-velocities are
plotted pixel by pixel with small arrows. The big
yellow arrows are for a better visualization; they
are calculated by dividing the left ventricle into
eight segments and the resulting sum of the
velocities of each segment.

b) The Correlation-analysis:
The Correlation-analysis is performed the following way:
1. The left ventricle is divided in 24 segments.
2. The mean value of each segment of the radial velocities is calculated.
3. The temporal correlation between each segment with the mean value of the whole
left ventricle is calculated (this means an internal reference is used).
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